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a b s t r a c t
We for the ﬁrst time propose and validate an electromechanical impedance spectroscopy (EMIS) technique to determine the resonance frequency (fr ) of micromixers for effective cavitation microstreaming.
Theoretical fr predictions of the oscillating bubble have been inaccurate because it was assumed that the
bubble had a spherical shape even though bubbles are commonly trapped in low-proﬁle air pockets, and
thus their shapes are not spherical. Empirical excitation-frequency search has been employed but it was
time-consuming and could overlook the exact value of fr . Strong electromechanical coupling between
a piezoelectric transducer and a microﬂuidic chip (i.e., a mechanical structure) allows straightforward,
rapid fr determination (∼4.5 min) using EMIS. To validate the EMIS method, we compare microstreaming
patterns generated by bubbles excited at four different resonance frequencies using a high-speed imaging
setup: 1) fr,B , the theoretical fr assuming a spherical bubble, 2) fr,Beq , the theoretical fr based on the concept
of an “equivalent spherical bubble” having a surface area equal to the vibrating air-water interface area,
3) fr,Pf , the EMIS-based fr of a piezoelectric transducer, and 4) fr,Cf , the EMIS-based fr of the microﬂuidic
chip bonded with the transducer. After conﬁrming that fr,Cf yields the strongest cavitation microstreaming, the air-pocket shape is designed with consideration of the bubble stability and mixing effectiveness.
A micromixer chip with the designed air pockets is excited at fr,Cf and exhibits rapid homogenization
(37.2 s) of diluted ink and deionized water in the mixing chamber of a substantial volume (61.9 L). Additionally, an experimentally validated, adhesive-tape-supported laser microfabrication technique allows
rapid prototyping (∼10 min) of polymethyl methacrylate microﬂuidic chips with an excellent dimensional accuracy, machining resolution, and surface smoothness. We expect the proposed EMIS-based
technique for resonance-frequency determination and the simple, rapid laser microfabrication method
to be widely employed for bio-/chemical microﬂuidic applications in the near future.
© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A mixer is an essential functional component of a microﬂuidic
device. Mixing can play a vital role in the operation of microﬂuidic assays [1], examples of which include biochemical analyses
(e.g., immunoassay [2], DNA hybridization [3]), enzymatic reaction (e.g., protein digestion [4]), and chemical synthesis (e.g.,
isotope preparation [5]). Convective mixing based on turbulent
ﬂows, which is common in macroscale, is not suitable because of
the small Reynolds number (Re) inherent to microﬂuidic devices,
characterized by microscopic dimensions [6–9]. Previous reviews
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highlighting a cornucopia of articles may indicate the importance
of and interest in this topic [7–16].
Microﬂuidic mixers are typically classiﬁed into passive and
active mixers [7–10,12,13,16]. A passive mixer relies on transversal
diffusion between narrow laminae of liquid streams and/or chaotic
advection caused by geometric effects [10,15,17]. The passive mixer
does not require external energy other than pumping energy.
Therefore it is simple to operate since the sole control parameter is ﬂow rate. However, the fabrication of intricate obstacles (e.g.,
barrier [18] and pillar [19]), grooves (e.g., staggered herringbone
groove [20] and slanted groove [21]), and three-dimensional (3D)
structures (e.g., Tesla structure [22], crossing manifold [23], and
twisted channel [24]) using conventional two-dimensional (2D)
microfabrication techniques can be challenging [11]. Additionally,
the obstacles and grooves may create dead volumes in the ﬂow path
[8,14]. For rapid mixing (i.e., effective mixing), high ﬂow rates and
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consequently high pressures have been required in several cases
[7,12,15,25]. Such high ﬂow rates and pressures are unnecessary for
most real-world microﬂuidic applications (Re<1) [10–12] and can
cause rupture and leakage in microﬂuidic devices. Another critical
problem linked to the passive mixer is the lack of control on the
extent of mixing because only the ﬂow rate can be adjusted [8,14].
If the ﬂuid properties (e.g., viscosity) change, the mixing results can
be signiﬁcantly different [15].
An active mixer relies on disturbances from external force ﬁelds
(e.g., magnetic, electrokinetic, acoustic, pressure, electrohydrodynamic, dielectrophoretic, thermal, and centrifugal) for mixing
[7,10]. Therefore, an external power source and/or actuator is
required, along with a pressure source that generates the ﬂow. For
some agitation methods, the integration of additional components
(e.g., magnetic stir bars [26], magnetic particles [27], surface acoustic wave interdigitated transducers [28], liquid metal droplets [29]),
heaters [30], or electrodes [31]) can be complex. Nevertheless, the
active mixer may have a simpler geometry (e.g., a simple straight
channel or a chamber geometry without patterns or obstacles) than
its passive counterpart [7]. Additionally, an active micromixer (or a
microﬂuidic device incorporating one) can operate in a more controlled manner than a passive mixer. The operating conditions of an
active mixer (i.e., the extent of mixing) can be quickly adjusted by
controlling the external force ﬁelds (e.g., frequency, intensity, and
duration) without changing the design of the mixer [8,14], which
would take signiﬁcantly longer. Therefore, active mixing may be
more suitable than passive mixing for biochemical assays such
as nucleic-acid extraction [32], where precise control of mixing
in multiple assay stages is required. Moreover, external agitation
can drastically shorten the mixing time (i.e., effective mixing) [25],
which can lead to a higher throughput and a more compact device.
For the same reason, a microﬂuidic device incorporating an active
micromixer can operate under low-ﬂow-rate conditions (Re<1).
Acoustic-ﬁeld-driven micromixers rely on the streaming generated by the acoustic resonance of an interface between a liquid and
a solid (i.e., diaphragm) or between a liquid and a gas (i.e., bubble)
[7–9,16,33]. Rayleigh streaming [34–36], cavitation microstreaming [37,38], Eckart streaming [39], and surface-acoustic-wave
streaming [28,40,41] have been used for acoustic mixing applications [33]. The acoustic micromixer has several advantages over
the other active micromixers. First, the microfabrication can be
simpler than that for electrohydrodynamic, electrokinetic, dielectrophoretic (i.e., embedded electrodes), thermal (i.e., embedded
heater), and magnetic micromixer (i.e., inserted magnetic stir bars
or beads) because acoustic disturbances can be readily generated by an external piezoelectric actuator [33,37,41–43]. Second,
acoustic mixing is less sensitive to the liquid properties than
magneto-hydrodynamic mixing (i.e., electrolyte or ferroﬂuid) and
electrokinetic mixing (i.e., electrolyte). Third, acoustic mixing is
less sensitive to the surface properties than electrohydrodynamic
and electrokinetic disturbances (i.e., electrode surface) as surfaceproperty changes have minor effects on the acoustic-energy
transmission. Fourth, the operation of an acoustic micromixer can
be simple as it only requires an alternating-current (AC) signal
source (and a power amp) connected to a piezoelectric actuator
[8]. In contrast, pressure-ﬁeld-based mixing requires the control
of multiple pressure sources and valves. Magneto-hydrodynamicbased mixing requires the simultaneous application of electric and
magnetic ﬁelds [7,12]. Lastly, acoustic mixing is effective [8], as evidenced by exceptionally rapid mixing (as fast as a few milliseconds)
[7].
Cavitation microstreaming harnesses strong circulatory ﬂows
induced by the viscous dissipation of acoustic energy around stably
vibrating microbubbles [33,38]. When a bubble is excited near its
resonance frequency, the streaming velocity is ampliﬁed [44] and
can be orders of magnitude higher than that of a vibrating solid par-

ticle of a similar size; the streaming velocity of an oscillating bubble
with a radius of 250 m reaches 100−400 m/s [45]. As mentioned earlier, the advantages of cavitation microstreaming include
exceptionally fast mixing [42], easy implementation using a piezoelectric transducer glued to a micromixer [37], and the scalability
of the mixing volume (from a few nanoliters to milliliters [33]).
Thus, micromixers based on cavitation microstreaming have been
actively studied in the microﬂuidics community [35,37,42,46–50].
Various applications, including DNA hybridization [51,52], pH
sensing [53], and colorimetric protein assays [54], have been
demonstrated.
For effective mixing, a bubble should be excited at its resonance
frequency (fr ). In most of the previous studies, the Rayleigh-Plesset
equation [42,44,50,55] or the simpler Minnaert’s equation was
used to determine the resonance frequency [37,45,52,55]. Both
equations assume a freestanding and perfectly spherical bubble. However, in previous studies, the bubbles were typically not
freestanding and formed inside grooves cut out of microchannel/chamber wall or a ceiling (i.e., air pockets) for stability.
Therefore, trapped bubbles usually consist of a convex air-liquid
interface and rectangular air-solid interfaces of a low proﬁle (as
the height of a microﬂuidic device is typically far smaller than the
other dimensions). Moreover, the length of the air-water interface
tends to change from excitation to excitation [48,54]. Consequently, accurate calculation of a bubble resonance frequency is
not straightforward [52,53]. Previously, some bubbles were excited
at theoretical fr s, assuming aspherical shapes. However, whether
exciting at the theoretical fr s yields the most effective mixing was
not experimentally conﬁrmed [37,51]. Conversely, without relying
on theory, an empirical search within a frequency range was performed by monitoring generated streaming patterns [42,47,53,56].
However, this type of empirical approach can be time-consuming
and can fail to ﬁnd a true resonance frequency.
In this work, we propose a systematic approach for determining excitation frequency. First, as described earlier, we noted that
only the air-liquid interface region (i.e., cylindrical paraboloid) of
a trapped bubble could vibrate under excitation. Therefore, we
estimate the “effective radius” of an imaginary spherical bubble
having the same area as the vibratable air-liquid interface. This
radius is substituted into the Rayleigh-Plesset equation to calculate
the equivalent bubble-resonance frequency. Second, we consider
the fact that a micromixer chip is a mechanical structure that can
vibrate in bending motion when excited by a bonded piezoelectric transducer. It is hypothesized that resonant ﬂexural vibration
can result in the maximum deformation of air pockets, maximizing the oscillation amplitude of the bubbles trapped therein.
Electromechanical impedance spectroscopy (EMIS) of the bonded
piezoelectric transducer allows the monitoring of the mechanical
behavior through electromechanical coupling [57]. The resonance
frequencies of various mechanical structures have been measured
using the EMIS method [58–63].
Here we propose to use EMIS, for the ﬁrst time, to determine the
resonance frequency of a micromixer chip. The micromixer chip
was excited at the following four different frequencies: 1) the theoretical resonance frequency of a freestanding spherical bubble,
2) the theoretical resonance frequency of an equivalent spherical
bubble whose area is equal to the area of an oscillating air-water
interface, 3) the EMIS resonance frequency of the piezoelectric
transducer, and 4) the EMIS resonance frequency of the micromixer
chip. The streaming patterns of an oscillating bubble excited at
the four frequencies were generated using a custom high-speed
imaging setup. The streaming patterns were examined to determine which excitation frequency yielded the strongest cavitation
microstreaming, thereby resulting in the most effective mixing.
We opted for a tape-assisted laser-machining technique for
microfabrication of our micromixer chip. Laser micromachining
2
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is suitable for the rapid prototyping of a polymer microﬂuidic
device because direct writing using focused laser ablation has several advantages, including 1) no need for a cleanroom, 2) a rapid
turnaround time without the need for a photomask or mastermold manufacturing, 3) contactless machining without tool wears
or impact damages to a substrate, 4) the capability of machining non-planar structures, 5) the semi-3D fabrication capability,
and 6) straightforward combination with other microfabrication
techniques [64,65]. CO2 lasers (wavelength of 10.6 m) have been
widely used for direct machining of polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA), a popular transparent, biocompatible polymeric substrate
for microﬂuidic devices [66–71]. Of the various bonding techniques for polymer substrates, pressure-sensitive double-sided
tapes have often been used because of the low cost, the wide selection of thickness and liner materials, the capability of bonding two
heterogeneous surfaces [72], and the high bond strength [73]. Tapebased bonding allowed the rapid, straightforward fabrication of
complex, multilayer structures [68,74–76]. In some cases, doublesided tapes have been used as functional interlayers incorporating
microﬂuidic features such as via holes, microchannels, and cavities
[66,68,70–73]. Sometimes, the tapes were pre-pasted to a polymer
sheet to form a composite sheet. Subsequently, the composite sheet
was cut to avoid cumbersome manual alignment of the tapes and
polymer sheet [67,69,74].
In this work, pressure-sensitive double-adhesive tapes were
pre-pasted to a thin PMMA sheet (250 m), and the composite sheet was cut through to form an intermediate layer having
microﬂuidic features such as a chamber and channels. The intermediate layer was later sandwiched between a top layer with ﬂuidic
interfaces and a bottom layer with a piezoelectric transducer to
complete the microﬂuidic chip. The main contribution of this study
is the optimization of the laser-machining parameters for the composite layer, i.e., the power, speed (i.e., feed rate), and frequency
[77,78]. The optimization goals were a high machining resolution
(<200 m) for microﬂuidic-feature patterning, a smooth cut surface
for minimal sporadic bubble trapping, and a small contour error for
precise machining of designed features in the composite sheet [79].
To achieve these goals, we performed a systematic optimization of
the machining parameters.

Fig. 1. Schematics of (a) a freestanding spherical bubble and (b) air-water interfaces
formed on circular and rectangular air pockets. The interfaces are characterized by
the radius of curvature Ro , angle , and height h. (c) The concept of the equivalent
spherical bubble, whose surface area is equal to the surface area of the cylindrical
paraboloid air-water interface, was used to calculate the resonance frequency using
the Rayleigh-Plesset equation.

pv = 2.3 kPa at 20 ◦ C is negligible compared with po = 101.325 kPa),
the following equation is applicable [44,55]:
fr,B

2.1. Bubble resonance frequency
Assuming small-amplitude vibration, no dissipative loss (e.g.,
viscous damping or heat conduction), and no surface tension, the
Minnaert resonance frequency fM of a spherical bubble freestanding
in liquid (i.e., unattached to a solid surface as depicted in Fig. 1a) is
expressed as follows [55]:
1
2Ro



3po
,


(1)

where Ro is the radius of the bubble,  is the polytropic constant of
gas inside the bubble ( = 1.4 for air), po is the hydrostatic pressure of
the liquid (typically atmospheric pressure of 101.325 kPa), and  is
the density of the liquid (998.2 kg/m3 at 20 ◦ C for water). Similarly,
the Rayleigh-Plesset equation gives the resonant frequency fr,B :
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If Eq. (3) is further simpliﬁed by disregarding the surface tension
( = 0.07286 N/m at 20 ◦ C), it reduces to the Minnaert equation Eq.
(1). The resonance frequency of a bubble has been calculated using
either Minnaert’s equation [37,45,52] or the Rayleigh-Plesset equation [42,50].
For improved stability and predetermined position, a bubble is
commonly trapped in an air pocket (Fig. 1b), which is a rectangular or circular groove cut out of a microchannel/microchamber
wall (i.e., horizontal arrangement) or a ceiling (i.e., vertical arrangement). Therefore, a trapped bubble consists of a small portion
of a convex air-water interface that can generate ﬂow and the
remaining air-solid interface that cannot generate ﬂow. Moreover, these air pockets generally have low aspect ratios (AR).
Nevertheless, a freestanding spherical bubble was assumed for
resonance-frequency calculation in some previous studies. The resonance frequency was calculated using either the radius of the
circular air pocket (horizontal arrangement) or the radius of the circular air-pocket opening (vertical arrangement), but the spherical
bubble assumption was not experimentally validated [37,51,52].
Some authors noted that this assumption was inaccurate [52]. In
other cases, which were seemingly more accurate, the curvature
of an air-water interface (Fig. 1b) was extrapolated to determine
the bubble radius Ro for Eq. (3) [42,50]. However, this approach
still does not reﬂect the fact that the solid air-pocket body cannot generate ﬂow. Thus, the authors had to experimentally search
for the true resonance frequency by observing streaming patterns while modifying excitation frequency near the theoretical
value [42,50]. Therefore, using Eq. (1) or (3) with an extrapolated
radius or the radius of an air pocket may not be a reliable method
of calculating the resonance frequency. An attempt was made
to derive an analytical expression for the resonance frequency
of a trapped bubble [80], considering the non-ﬂow-generating
part of an air pocket. However, the equation did not include the
hydrostatic pressure term po , which is critical in determining
the work done by an oscillating bubble [44,55], and assumed a
near ﬂat air-water interface in contrast to its apparent convexness. Thus, the equation may not accurately predict the resonance
frequency. Hence, some authors completely averted theoretical
predictions and performed empirical searches within a frequency
range [47,53,56].

2. Theory

fM =

1
=
√
2Ro 

(2)

where pv is the vapor pressure,  is the surface tension, and 
is the viscosity of the liquid. If the viscous damping is negligible
(i.e., 42 «Ro 2 , which is typical for the millimeter-scale bubbles
considered here) and the vapor pressure is disregarded (for water,
3
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As a rigorous mathematical derivation of a resonance-frequency
equation is not among the objectives of this study, we propose
a ﬁrst-degree estimation based on the concept of the “equivalent
bubble radius.” The Rayleigh-Plesset equation is derived from the
equality between the kinetic energy of a liquid medium around a
vibrating bubble and the work done by the surrounding pressure,
which is related to the hydrostatic pressure po , small-amplitudeoscillating pressure P(t), surface tension , and bubble radius Ro , as
indicated by Eq. (4.60) of Ref. [55]. We assume that the pressure
of a bubble trapped in an air pocket is uniform, that the air-water
interface has the shape of a cylindrical paraboloid with a radius of
curvature Ro, and that the amplitude of vibration is much smaller
than Ro (i.e., small-amplitude vibration). We also assumed that
the kinetic energy of the water surrounding a vibrating paraboloid
and the work done by it are similar to those of a spherical bubble
having the same surface area. Thus, we may be able to determine Req , the radius of a spherical bubble whose area Aeq is equal
to the paraboloid area Ao , and substitute it into Eq. (3) to calculate the equivalent resonance frequency fr ,Beq . For the cylindrical
paraboloid of radius Ro, angle , and height h, as illustrated in Fig. 1c,
Req can be calculated as follows:
2 = A = R h,
Aeq = 4Req
o
o

Req =

1
Ro h
2

(4)

After Req is substituted into Eq. (3), fr,Beq can be determined. The
capillary-pressure term 2/Ro should be replaced with /Ro (not
/Req ), considering the original cylindrical paraboloid shape. The
capillary pressure of a cylindrical paraboloid p can be expressed
as follows:
p = 

1

R1

+

1
R2



=

1

Ro

+

1
∞






,
Ro

(5)
Fig. 2. Concept of resonance-frequency determination through electromechanical impedance spectroscopy (EMIS). (a) Piezoelectric diaphragm, which acts as an
actuator and a sensor simultaneously, is bonded to a microﬂuidic chip. (2) AC voltage v(t) and current i(t) across the piezoelectric transducer are measured using an
impedance analyzer to obtain an impedance spectrum. (3) Typical impedance plot
for a piezoelectric transducer exhibits the mode-speciﬁc “resonance” and “antiresonance” peaks in the magnitude plot and a positive peak (from -90◦ ) in the
phase plot. The piezoelectric transducer is usually excited at the “resonance” frequency fr for the maximum-amplitude vibration. (4) Butterworth-Van Dyke (BVD)
model includes an electrical circuit component Co , and equivalent mechanical circuit
components Cm , Lm , and Rm constituting an impedance signature for each vibration
mode.

where R1 and R2 represent the two principal radii of curvature.
Finally, fr,Beq can be expressed as follows:
fr,Beq =

1
√
2Req 





3 po +
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−


Ro

(6)

Because this expression is a ﬁrst-degree approximation, it was
experimentally conﬁrmed by comparing the streaming pattern
generated at fr,Beq with those generated at fr ,B (the resonance frequency calculated using Ro ) and two other resonance frequencies
experimentally obtained via the EMIS technique (refer to Sections
3.4-3.6 for more details).

pliance) of a structure with the electrical impedance sensed by the
piezoelectric transducer (Fig. 2b). When the AC current I is applied
to a piezoelectric transducer attached to one side of a structure
(i.e., unimorph arrangement), ﬂexural vibration occurs. This vibration generates a measurable voltage V across the transducer output
with a phase angle  that is a function of frequency. By examining
the complex impedance Z=V/I for peaks of the magnitude |Z| and
phase  over a frequency band of interest, the mechanical resonance
frequency fr of the structure can be determined [62]. This type of
impedance-based study of mechanical behavior has been widely
used in the ﬁeld of structural health monitoring (SHM) [61,63].
The resonance behavior expressed by the electrical impedance
manifests as a local minimum “resonance,” followed by a local maximum “anti-resonance” in the magnitude |Z|, and a local maximum
at a phase angle  between the resonance frequency fr and antiresonance frequency fa (Fig. 2c). At resonance, a large strain occurs,
leading to a substantial change in the capacitance of the piezoelectric material. This resonance behavior results in the effective ﬂow
of charges (i.e., high current) in and out of the material during a
vibration cycle, reducing impedance (i.e., local minimum). At antiresonance, mechanical resonance also occurs. However, the overall
strain is lower owing to the symmetry of the electric-ﬁeld-induced

2.2. Electromechanical impedance spectroscopy for
resonance-frequency determination
The piezoelectricity of a piezoelectric material, such as leadzirconate-titanate (PZT) ceramic, is characterized by the generation
of voltage when the material is subjected to mechanical strain and
conversely the generation of mechanical strain in response to an
external voltage. Because of the strong electromechanical coupling,
the mechanical behavior of a piezoelectric material affects the electrical behavior, particularly in the form of electrical impedance.
Therefore, the mechanical behavior of a piezoelectric material
can be studied by measuring the electrical impedance using an
impedance analyzer [57]. In some sense, a piezoelectric material
functions as an actuator and a sensor simultaneously (i.e., piezoelectric transducer).
The same principle can also apply when a piezoelectric transducer, such as a thin-ﬁlm PZT disc, is bonded to a mechanical
structure such as a microﬂuidic chip (Fig. 2a). Electromechanical
coupling allows the mechanical behavior of the bonded structure to
be analyzed [61] by correlating the mechanical impedance (or com4
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stains (i.e., tensile and compressive strains compensate each other).
Thus, on average, there is little or no change in capacitance, and
the ﬂow of the charge is ineffective (i.e., low current). Therefore,
an increase in impedance is observed (i.e., local maximum) at
anti-resonance [57,81]. For the maximum vibration, a piezoelectric transducer is typically driven at its resonance frequency fr
[82]. Each mechanical resonance mode (e.g., ﬂexural, radial, thickness modes) and its harmonics (e.g., 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and higher) are
manifested as a pair of resonance and anti-resonance in electrical
impedance. Because each resonance can be expressed in a distinct
impedance signature as a function of the frequency, a ButterworthVan Dyke (BVD) model of an equivalent circuit, consisting of an
electrical capacitance Co , and a mechanical resistance Rm , capacitance Cm and inductance Lm (Fig. 2d), can be constructed [83].
The material properties of a piezoelectric transducer can also be
extracted by ﬁtting an experimentally obtained impedance curve
to a BVD model [83,84].
For the ﬁrst time, we used the EMIS technique to determine
the fundamental ﬂexural resonance mode of a micromixer chip
bonded with a piezoelectric transducer and to drive the structure
at this mechanical resonance frequency for maximizing the ﬂexural vibration amplitude. This resulted in strong bubble oscillation,
which allowed effective cavitation microstreaming.
3. Experimental
3.1. Device design

Fig. 3. Design of the microﬂuidic chips (more details are given in Appendix A). (a)
Exploded view of a micromixer chip consisting of three layers: the top layer with
ﬂuidic interfaces, the chamber layer with microﬂuidic features, and the blank base
layer bonded with a piezoelectric transducer. (b) Schematic of the chamber layer
for the EMIS-based excitation-frequency determination and optimization of the airpocket shape. Circular air pockets with a diameter of 2 mm and entrance width of
750 m are situated at angles of 90◦ and 270◦ of the chamber (only circular air
pockets are shown for brevity, but rectangular, triangular, and inverted-triangular
air pockets were also designed). The chamber was connected to the inlet/outlet
ports via 12.5 mm × 1.6 mm microchannels. (c) Schematic of the chamber layer for
the mixing experiments. Two channels (14.85 mm × 1.6 mm) from inlets #1 and #2
brought two liquids into the mixing chamber, which was also connected to an outlet
channel (12.5 mm × 1.6 mm). The six inverted-triangular air pockets with height h,
base width w, entrance width we , and entrance angle  e , were situated at 45◦ , 90◦ ,
135◦ 225◦ , 270◦ , and 315◦ for effective mixing within the microchamber.

We designed two types of microﬂuidic chips: the “EMIS chip”
for the study of EMIS-based excitation-frequency determination
and the optimization of the air-pocket shapes, and the “micromixer
chip” for actual mixing experiments. As shown in Fig. 3a, each chip
consisted of three functional layers, all made of PMMA: a top layer
with ﬂuidic interfaces, a chamber layer with microﬂuidic features,
and a blank base layer for attaching a PZT transducer.
The most critical part of these microﬂuidic chips is the chamber layer housing a mixing chamber and air pockets situated on its
perimeter. For the EMIS chip, two air pockets were positioned at
the top and bottom so that unobstructed streaming visualization
was achieved for validation of our EMIS technique (Fig. 3b). Using
this EMIS chip, the design of the air pockets was experimentally
determined for the stability of trapped bubbles and effectiveness
of mixing (further detail is given in Section 3.7.). For the micromixer
chip, six air pockets were evenly placed along the chamber perimeter to guarantee effective mixing (Fig. 3c). The detailed design of
each layer is described in Appendix A.

by enclosing the microﬂuidic features of the chamber layer with
smooth PMMA surfaces (i.e., top and base layers), the area of a
rough surface can be minimized [85]. In contrast, laser engraving
leaves a raked, signiﬁcantly rough bottom surface that is prone to
biomolecule adsorption [86,87]. Lastly, Luer-Lok compatible ﬂuidic interfaces were glued to the top layer. After completion of
microfabrication, the height of the microchamber was measured
to be 350 m, as deﬁned by the composite-layer thickness. The
volume of the chamber was 61.9 L excluding those of air pockets. The entire fabrication process from CAD design to a complete
chip took only ∼10 min. It is faster than the polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) or replication-based polymer microfabrication processes
(e.g., hot embossing and injection molding) [64,65,88]. The detailed
microfabrication process is described in Appendix A.

3.2. Microfabrication
We used CO2 laser machining and pressure-sensitive-tapebased adhesive bonding for the rapid prototyping of the EMIS chip
and micromixer chip. Our key contribution is to develop a method
of machining a PMMA sheet pre-pasted with pressure-sensitive
tapes on both sides using experimentally optimized laser cutting
for the chamber layer (Fig. 3b,c). The PMMA sheet and tapes were
self-aligned after cutting and ready for bonding to the top and
base layers without a tedious PMMA-tape alignment. The PMMAtape composite layer was machined for microﬂuidic features using
experimentally optimized laser cutting parameters (See Section 3.3
for detail). A PZT transducer, so-called disc bender, was super-glued
to the base layer, which was made of white PMMA for high-contrast
visualization of cavitation microstreaming.
A notable advantage of our tape-supported laser microfabrication method is that the adhesive, which can adsorb biomolecules,
does not protrude between sandwiched PMMA layers. Moreover,

3.3. Optimization of laser-cutting parameters
The adjustable cutting parameters of the CO2 laser machine, i.e.,
power (P, %), speed (S, %), and frequency (F, Hz), were systematically
and experimentally optimized for the tape-PMMA-tape composite
sheet. The goal of the optimization was to obtain: 1) a small kerf
width (KW, <200 m) for microfeature machining (>400-m feature size), 2) smooth surfaces of cut sidewalls to minimize sporadic
bubble trapping and biomolecular adsorption, and 3) a small con5
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tour error for the accurate machining of designed microfeatures in
the tape-PMMA-tape composite sheet.
For the KW optimization, cuts of 3-mm straight lines were
made with varying P, S, and F values (Fig. 4a). The resulting KW
values were measured using image analysis. The images were captured using an upright microscope BX50 (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan)
equipped with a CoolSNAP HQ2 camera (Teledyne Photometrics,
Tucson, AZ, USA) and Metamorph software (Molecular Devices,
San Jose, CA, USA). Subsequently, the KW was measured using the
ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, USA) and a microscopestage calibration slide (TS-M1, AmScope, Irvine, CA, USA). The
cutting conditions that yielded KW values less than 200 m were
selected.
For contour-error optimization, we selected the cutting conditions that maximized the roundness of a target circle (2 mm in
diameter). Because of an imbalance between the x- and y-axis
dynamics of servo systems that carry laser optics, there is always
an error between a designed trajectory (i.e., laser-beam trajectory)
and the actual trajectory (Fig. 4b) [79]. In general, the contour error
tends to increase with an increase in the speed (or “feed rate”)
of the servo systems. A simple method of characterizing the contour error is to measure the roundness of a cut circle. One of the
roundness metrics that we opted for was the aspect ratio (AR), i.e.,
the ratio of the major axis to the minor axis lengths. AR closer to
1 indicates that the actual cut is close to a perfect circle. Owing
to the inherent roughness of CO2 laser-machined PMMA surfaces,
other metrics such as least-square circle (LSC) were not used in
this work [89]. If AR was less than 1.06, the contouring performance was considered acceptable, and the corresponding cutting
parameters were taken. For AR measurement, a grayscale image of
a cut circle was captured using the BX50 microscope. The image
was imported to Photoshop (Adobe, San Jose, CA, USA) to ﬁll the
inside of the circle boundary with black color so that the inside
area (black) could be distinguished from the outside area (white).
The processed image was subsequently imported to ImageJ, and
the Threshold tool was used to extract the outline of the boundary.
Finally, the Analyze Particles tool in ImageJ was used to calculate
AR.
Lastly, for surface-roughness optimization, rectangular pieces
(10 mm × 12 mm) were cut with different cutting parameters
(Fig. 4c). One of the four cut edges was examined using an inverted
microscope IX-70 (Olympus) equipped with a Zyla 5.5 camera
(Andor Technology, Belfast, UK) after the workpiece was placed
vertically with a slide insert (I-3091, ASI, Eugene, OR, USA). The surface roughness was qualitatively evaluated according to the area
occupied by microscopic surface-roughness features. Blister-like
features were observed throughout the surface, depending on the
cutting conditions. The blister-like features generated strong background ﬂuorescence, similar to the tapes used in this work, whereas
the non-blistered regions did not exhibit a notable ﬂuorescence
signal (insets in Fig. 4c). A U-MWU2 ﬁlter set (Olympus) was used
for the background-ﬂuorescence observation. The background ﬂuorescence from the tapes and blisters helped us theorize that the
heat from the laser ablation vaporized the tape, which was later
solidiﬁed on the PMMA surface, appearing as irregular blister-like
features. If the area covered by the blisters accounted for less than
20 % of the entire surface, we considered the corresponding cutting
condition to be acceptable.
The overall optimization process began with the KW measurement. A 3-mm straight cut was created for a parameter space of
F=(1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000) Hz; P=(3, 4, 5)%; and S=(1, 3,
5, 7, 9)%. The resulting KWs were measured. The laser machine
could not cut through the sample using some low-power and
high-speed combinations, and these combinations were discarded.
Next, the combinations that did not satisfy the condition of a
blister-covering area of <20 % or the roundness condition of

Fig. 4. Cutting parameter optimization. (a) Schematic of a 3-mm straight cut in the
tape-PMMA-tape composite sheet for kerf-width optimization. (b) Schematic of the
2-mm-diameter target circle for contour-error optimization. The actual cut trajectory tended to be elliptical as the speed increased. (c) Schematic of a 10 mm × 12 mm
rectangular piece for surface-roughness optimization. The surface roughness was
qualitatively assessed according to the area covered by molten-tape blisters on one
of the four cut sidewalls of the piece. The inset bright-ﬁeld image and ﬂuorescence
image imply that the blisters had strong background ﬂuorescence, similar to that of
the tape, suggesting the origin of the blisters.

AR < 1.06 were discarded. Among the remaining parameter combinations, the one that yielded the smallest KW was selected
as optimal. The 1-mm-thick top layer and 0.5-mm-thick base
layer did not have critical microfeatures, except for a 2-mmdiameter inlet/outlet ports. Therefore, the optimized parameters
were slightly modiﬁed to machine these layers without further
optimization.
3.4. EMIS-based determination of resonance frequency
An impedance analyzer MFIA (Zurich Instrument, Zurich,
Switzerland) was used to determine the resonance frequencies of
the piezoelectric transducers and those of the microﬂuidic chips
bonded with the same transducers (Fig. 5). A 12-Vp-p sinusoidal
signal in the frequency range of 1−10 kHz and a 2-Vp-p sinusoidal
signal in the frequency range of 10 kHz–1 MHz were applied to
a device under test using a Kelvin clip lead (16089B, Keysight,
Santa Rosa, CA, USA). The two different excitation voltages were
used because the signiﬁcant reduction in impedance at the higher
frequency range caused a current overﬂow. The LabOne software
(Zurich Instruments) was used to calibrate for the lead impedance,
and to measure the magnitude |Z| and phase  of the impedance as
a function of frequency.
First, to evaluate the feasibility of our EMIS technique for identifying the resonance frequency fr , a piezoelectric transducer (Murata
7BB-15−6L0) was tested as its fr was known (6.0 ± 1.0 kHz). The
transducer was not mechanically supported during the measurement to allow free bending. When the impedance was plotted on
a log-log scale, resonance signatures (i.e., negative peak in |Z| and
increasing shoulder in , as shown in Fig. 2c) appeared throughout the examined frequency band. Among the observed resonance
signatures, the ﬁrst resonance peak (i.e., the lowest ﬂexural mode)
was examined to determine whether its frequency was similar to
the fr of the transducer speciﬁcation (fr,Pf ). Theoretical studies have
been performed to formulate the mechanical resonance frequencies of a circular piezoelectric transducer, consisting of a PZT disc
and a brass disc of a larger diameter [90,91]. However, a closedform solution was not obtained. In another study, a closed-form
6
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup for high-speed ﬂow visualization. A high-speed camera
equipped with a macro zoom lens (1×-5×) and LED light sources was used to capture
streaming images at 180 fps. A function generator and a piezo ampliﬁer were used
to excite the micromixer chip with 60 Vp-p at each of four resonance frequencies. A
custom XY-translational stage was also constructed to hold and move the chip for
imaging.

the same transducer. As shown in the inset of Fig. 5, both chip
edges were clamped using a custom jig fabricated using a 3D printer
(Dimension 1200es, Stratasys, Rehovot, Israel). The jig had slots
for the quick clamping and releasing of the microﬂuidic chips and
a dovetail mount for easy coupling to our custom XY stage (see
Section 3.5). The chip was ﬁlled with water, and the inlet and outlet Luer ports (#09−0512–0303−01, Microﬂuidic ChipShop, Jena,
Germany) were tightly sealed with Luer plugs (#CP30033, iSUPPLY,
Seongnam, Korea) to prevent leakage during impedance measurements. The ﬂexural resonance frequency of a rectangular plate of
length L, which is clamped at both ends, is expressed as follows
[96]:

Fig. 5. EMIS (electromechanical impedance spectroscopy) setup. An impedance
analyzer MFIA and the LabOne software (Zurich Instruments) were used for
impedance measurements and resonance-frequency identiﬁcation. The inset ﬁgure depicts an EMIS chip clamped with a custom 3D-printed jig. The inlet and outlet
ports of the EMIS chip were capped to prevent water leakage during impedance measurement. Red food-coloring dye was used for visualization of the microchamber,
two air bubbles, and microchannels.

solution for a transducer, which had equal PZT and brass diameters
without edge support, was obtained [92]:
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where NA is the acoustic wave velocity of PMMA, and w is the width
of the chip. Eq. 11 predicts a resonance frequency of ∼100 kHz,
which is beyond the frequency range of interest. In contrast to
the piezoelectric transducer, various mechanical losses, including
viscous damping due to plate vibration, thermoelastic damping
due to the bending of sandwiched plastic plates, and anchor loss
in the slots, render the resonance signatures of the microﬂuidic
chip indistinct and difﬁcult to locate [58,63,95,97]. Regardless, the
resonance signature of the lowest frequency, i.e., the 1 st ﬂexural
mode, was identiﬁed for excitation of the microﬂuidic chip (fr,Cf )
using the same principle that was employed to determine fr of the
piezoelectric transducer.

(8)

where Np is the planar acoustic wave velocity, and it was calculated to be on the order of 100 s kHz. The thickness mode resonance
frequency can be expressed as follows:
fr,Pt =



This equation predicts the resonance frequency of the fundamental ﬂexural mode at 0.944 kHz, assuming a solid PMMA plate
( = 4.730). As the chip was clamped lengthwise in the jig, the
length-extensional vibration was interrupted and thus was not
considered. The resonance frequency of the width-extension mode
can be calculated as follows:

(7)

where  is the eigenvalue of the ﬂexural mode, R is the radius of the
discs, E is Young’s modulus, t is the thickness,  is the density, and
is the Poisson’s ratio. The subscripts p and b correspond to the PZT
and brass, respectively. Eq. (7) predicts a value of 5.46 kHz, which
falls within the transducer speciﬁcation. Resonance frequencies
of higher ﬂexural modes can be determined using a higher-order
wavenumber  (e.g.,  = 6.2003 for the 2nd axis-symmetric ﬂexural
mode) [93]. A radial-mode resonance frequency can be expressed
as follows:
fr,Pr =

2
=
4L2

(9)

where Nt is the thickness acoustic wave velocity, and it was calculated to be on the order of 10 s MHz. The resonance frequencies
of these modes are signiﬁcantly higher than that of the fundamental (1 st) ﬂexural mode [94,95] and even beyond the theoretical
resonance frequency of an equivalent spherical bubble (fr,Beq ).
Therefore, these frequencies were not considered for excitation.
After identifying the fundamental ﬂexural mode of the piezoelectric transducer, we tested the microﬂuidic chip bonded with

3.5. High-speed visualization and streaming pattern generation
In order to determine the effectiveness of cavitation
microstreaming generated at different excitation frequencies
and characterize the stability of vibrating bubbles trapped in air
pockets of different shapes, we examined streaming patterns
(i.e., pathlines). As illustrated in Fig. 6, our custom imaging setup
7
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consists of a high-speed camera EoSens 4CXP (Mikrotron, Munich,
Germany), which can capture up to 563 fps (frames per second)
with a resolution of 2336 × 1728 pixels, connected to a PC through
a CXP-6 interface (FireBird Quad, Active Silicon, Iver, UK). A macro
zoom lens (MP E 65 mm f/2.8 1×-5×, Canon, Tokyo, Japan) was
used to capture streaming patterns around the air pockets of
the EMIS chips. An XY-translational stage was custom-built by
attaching a rotational Arca-Swiss quick-release plate (#IS-QJ58,
iShoot, Shenzhen, China) to an XY macro focusing rail slider
(#2xIS-MFR150, iShoot) installed on a vertical stand (#WVH01,
Wemacro Rail, Shanghai, China). The high-speed camera was
allowed to move in the z direction on a worm-drive macro rail
(MFR-150S, Sunwayfoto, Zhongshan, China). The dovetail mount
of the 3D-printed jig (Fig. 5, inset ﬁgure) facilitated coupling and
decoupling of the microﬂuidic chips to the XY stage. Because the
camera received small amounts of light at high frame rates, two
LED gooseneck light sources (LED-50W, AmScope, Irvine, CA, USA)
were used for illumination.
A 3-Vp-p sinusoidal signal was generated using a function generator (33210A, Keysight) and ampliﬁed to 60 Vp-p using a piezo
ampliﬁer (PD200, PiezoDrive, Newcastle, Australia) for excitation. A solution (0.025 vol.%) of 10-m diameter black polystyrene
microbeads (#24294−2, Polysciences, Warrington, PA, USA) was
injected into the microchamber for seeding. The inlet/outlet ports
were capped with the Luer-Lok plugs. The black microbeads in
the background of white PMMA (the base layer) allow the capture
of relatively high-contrast images. The motion of the microbeads
induced by cavitation microstreaming was recorded at 180 fps for
4.45 s (total of 500 frames) with 2336 × 1728 resolution. Streaming
patterns were obtained by synthesizing 100 frames (0.56 s) using
ImageJ with the Flowtrace plugin.
Our high-speed imaging setup was also used to study the stability of bubbles trapped in air pockets of different shapes (Section
3.7). In addition, the mixing performance of the micromixer chips
was evaluated using this setup (Section 3.8).

Fig. 7. Experimental determination of the air-pocket shape. (a) Schematics of the
four different pocket designs for initial testing of the bubble stability (i.e., the EMIS
chip). (b) Schematic of the inverted-triangular pocket with the entrance angle  e ,
the entrance width we , the height h, and the width w used for the micromixer chip.

excitation induced far stronger vibration. Water rushed into the air
pocket only after ∼1.5 min of excitation. The bubble subsequently
shrank inside the pocket, and the cavitation microstreaming faded,
yielding weak circulatory ﬂows. Chen et al. developed a model for
the time-dependent changes in the bubble shapes in a rectangular
pocket based on a pressure equilibrium across the air-water interface [48]. However, their model was based on the air permeability of
PDMS and may not be applicable to the relatively air-impermeable
PMMA used in this study. Therefore, we experimentally determined
the pocket shapes that maximized the bubble stability.
As illustrated in Fig. 7, we tested various pocket designs: circular (2 mm in diameter), rectangular (0.6 mm × 1.2 mm), triangular
(equilateral with a side length of 600 m), and inverted-triangular
shapes (height of 1.2 mm and entrance angle of 60◦ ). The entrance
width selected for all four shapes was 600 m, because the bubbles
were more stable than those trapped in circular air pockets with a
750-m entrance width in our early EMIS chip design (Fig. 3b).
Among these shapes, the inverted-triangular pockets exhibited the
longest bubble lifetime (i.e., the average time before water started
ﬁlling the air pocket). It was speculated that the sudden expansion of the cross section beyond the entrance acted as an interfacial
energy barrier, extending the bubble lifetime [86,87]. The shape
of the inverted triangle was modiﬁed by changing the entrance
angle  e and width we (Fig. 7b). First,  e was varied: 35◦ , 40◦ , 60◦ ,
and 75◦ (base width w was varied accordingly) while we was ﬁxed
at 600 m, and h was ﬁxed at 1.2 mm. Both the bubble lifetime
and the streaming patterns were characterized. The  e that maximized the lifetime was selected. Second, the entrance width we
was varied (400, 600, 800, and 1000 m) while  e was ﬁxed at the
optimal entrance angle, and the width w was ﬁxed as 3 mm (height
h was varied accordingly). The entrance width we that yielded the

3.6. Experimental veriﬁcation of the resonance frequencies
After all four resonance frequencies (i.e., fr,B , the theoretical
bubble resonance frequency assuming a perfect sphere; fr,Beq , the
theoretical bubble resonance frequency based on the equivalent
sphere; fr,Pf , the resonance frequency of a piezoelectric transducer
based on the EMIS method; and fr,Cf , the resonance frequency of
the chip bonded with the transducer based on the EMIS technique)
were identiﬁed, each frequency was evaluated by exciting the EMIS
chip and examining the generated streaming patterns.
In a given excitation period, a faster the cavitationmicrostreaming-induced circulatory ﬂow corresponds to the
longer and broader pathlines [48]. Thus, the length and range of
the pathlines were qualitatively compared to determine which of
the four resonance frequencies yielded the most effective mixing.
In this way, the proposed method for determining excitation
frequency was validated.
3.7. Determination of air-pocket shapes
After the proposed excitation-frequency determination method
based on the EMIS technique and high-speed ﬂow visualization was
validated, the air-pocket shape of the micromixer chip was determined with consideration of enhancing mixing performance and
device lifetime. As depicted in Fig. 3c, the micromixer chip had
six air pockets on the perimeter of the microchamber for a wide
coverage of circulatory streaming. During EMIS measurements, the
bubbles inside the EMIS chip were stable (∼4.5 min), as the excitation voltage was only 3–12 Vp-p . However, the bubble stability in
the actual mixing experiments was insufﬁcient because the 60-Vp-p
8
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Fig. 8. Optimization of the laser-cutting parameters. (a) Kerf width (KW) is plotted with respect to P (power), S (speed), and F (frequency). The green area indicates the
high-AR regime (unacceptable contour error), and the violet area indicates the rough-surface regime (unacceptable surface roughness). The red circle indicates the optimal
cutting parameters satisfying the condition of the smallest KW with an acceptable contour error and surface roughness. The asterisked symbols (e.g., *A, *a, *I) indicate the
exemplary cases for KW, AR, and roughness characterizations. (b) Partial images of 3-mm straight cuts for the three KW cases (small, medium, and large) are presented along
with the corresponding cutting parameters and symbols. (c) Images of 2-mm-diameter circular cuts for the three AR cases (low, medium, and high) are highlighted along
with the corresponding cutting parameters and symbols. (d) Bright-ﬁeld and ﬂuorescence images of the sidewalls of rectangular-cut samples for the three roughness cases
(clean, relatively clean, rough) are depicted along with the corresponding cutting parameters and symbols. Strong ﬂuorescence from tape and blisters and no ﬂuorescence
from non-blistered PMMA region suggested that the origin of the blisters is from the tape. The molten-tape blisters contributed to the surface roughness.

broadest streaming pattern and a reasonable lifetime (> 600 s) was
selected. For both experiments, the lifetime was measured triplicate (n = 3). The selected we and  e were used in the design of the
micromixer chip for actual mixing experiments.

where ci is the intensity of pixel i, and c is the average intensity over
N pixels in the region of interest (i.e., the circular chamber). Because
8-bit grayscale images were obtained through our high-speed camera, the intensity value ranged from 0 to 255 (arbitrary unit). For the
case of ideal 1:1 mixing, MI=∼0 corresponds to unmixed ﬂuids, and
MI=∼1 corresponds to completely homogenized ﬂuids [98]. However, MI always converged to a value smaller than 1 after mixing
is completed because of the inherent noise of the imaging system.
We deﬁned the mixing time as the time when MI reached 90 % of
its steady-state value.
The mixing time was measured for three cases to conﬁrm if
the excitation frequency determined in Section 3.6 indeed yielded
the most effective mixing: 1) excitation at the best resonance frequency, 2) excitation at the second-best resonance frequency, and
3) no excitation (i.e., negative control).

3.8. Mixing-performance characterization
After the air-pocket design was completed, the mixing performance of the micromixer chip was evaluated. A macro lens
(EF 50 mm f/2.5 compact macro, Canon) was used to observe the
mixing phenomena in the entire microchamber over time. Deionized (DI) water and 75× diluted black ink (Sheaffer, Shelton, CT,
USA) were co-injected into the microchamber through the inlet
#1 and #2 using two syringe pumps Legato 200 (KD Scientiﬁc,
Hollistion, MA, USA), which were equipped with a 3-mL syringe
(HENKE-JECT 4020.X00V0, Henke-Sass Wolf, Tuttlingen, Germany),
at a ﬂow rate of 50 L/min. Each liquid occupied approximately
half of the microchamber. After the onset of the excitation, images
of the entire microchamber were captured every 62.5 ms. Pixel
intensity values of the individual chamber images were extracted
using ImageJ to calculate mixing index (MI) as a function of time
[7,46,98]:

MI = 1 −

1
N

N

ci − c
c

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Optimization of the laser-cutting parameters
As shown in Fig. 8a, the kerf width (KW) for the 3-mm straight
cut (Fig. 4a) tended to decrease when the P (power) decreased, and
S (speed) and F (frequency) increased. Fig. 8b presents exemplary
images of the small-, medium-, and large-KW cases along with the
corresponding cutting conditions. The composite tape-PMMA-tape
sheet could not be penetrated for signiﬁcantly small P and high S

2
,

(10)

i=1
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combinations (e.g., P = 3% and S = 7, 9%; P = 4% and S = 9%) because of
the decrease in the total transmitted energy (per unit length) [77]:
Total transmitted energy ∝

P
S

(11)

The high aspect ratio (AR) regime (colored green) indicates that
the cutting results for a target circle (2-mm diameter, Fig. 4b)
were elliptical (AR > 1.06). As illustrated in Fig. 8c, the actual trajectory transformed from a circular shape to an oval shape as AR
increased. Discontinuities in the elliptical trajectory were observed
for AR = 1.152. We noted that AR tended to increase with S, which
is well documented in motion-control-system researches [79]. No
perceptible relationships between the other parameters (i.e., P and
F) and the AR were observed.
The rough-surface regime (colored violet) signiﬁes that the sidewall of a rectangular-cut sample (Fig. 4c) was rough, and that
molten-tape blisters covered more than 20 % of the surface area.
Fig. 8d shows three examples of surface roughness: clean, relatively
clean, and rough. Fluorescence and bright-ﬁeld images revealed
that the area covered by the molten-tape blisters expanded as
the roughness increased. The surface roughness tended to increase
with an increase in S and a decrease in P. It was reported that
the pulse overlap, which affects the microscopic smoothness of a
cut surface, increases with increasing S and decreasing beam-spot
diameter [77]. The beam-spot diameter increased with increasing
P for CO2 -laser cutting of PMMA [99]. No noticeable relationship
between the surface roughness and F was observed.
A cutting-parameter set (P, S, F) that yielded the smallest
KW outside the rough-surface regime and high-AR regime was
selected: P = 4%, S = 5%, and F = 2000 Hz (the solid red circle in
Fig. 8a). The surface roughness was evaluated only outside the
high-AR regime because the union of the high-AR regime and the
rough-surface regime would not be considered in actual cutting
experiments. The chamber layers for the EMIS chip and micromixer
chip were cut using the optimized cutting parameters. For the 1mm-thick top layer and 0.5-mm-thick base layer, identical values
of S and F were maintained to ensure a similar contouring performance and surface roughness, but P was increased to cut through
the thicker PMMA sheets. The selected cutting parameters for the
top and base layers were P = 6%, S = 5%, and F = 2000 Hz.

Fig. 9. Impedance plots for (a) the piezoelectric transducer and (b) the EMIS
chip bonded with the transducer in the frequency range of 1 kHz–1 MHz. Various
vibration modes characterized by resonant signatures (a negative resonance peak
followed by a positive anti-resonance peak in the magnitude |Z| and a positive peak
in the phase ) are marked. The 1 st ﬂexural mode marked by an asterisk (*) in both
cases exhibited the strongest resonance signature (largest |Z|ra , i.e., the difference between the resonance and anti-resonance impedance in the magnitude). The
inset ﬁgure displays less sharp resonance and anti-resonance peaks due to various
mechanical losses that occurred in the oscillating microﬂuidic chip.

resonance frequencies were on the order of a few hundred kHz [95].
Because the maximum frequency of the impedance analyzer MFIA
was 5 MHz, the thickness mode vibration could not be observed
(calculated to be on the orders of 10 s MHz). The lowest ﬂexural
mode at 5.86 kHz exhibited the strongest resonance signature, as
evidenced by the largest |Z|ra value. A |Z|ra value of the nextstrongest resonance (i.e., the fundamental radial-mode resonance)
was the 2nd largest. Consequently, 5.86 kHz was determined as fr,Pf .
The value of fr,Pf slightly varied (5.90 ± 0.03 kHz, n = 15), perhaps
due to the manufacturing variation of the piezoelectric transducer.
The impedance spectrum of the EMIS chip bonded with the
piezoelectric transducer is presented in Fig. 9b. Because of various
losses in the oscillating mechanical structure, the resonance signatures were signiﬁcantly less sharp than those of the transducer;
the |Z|ra and  values are noticeably smaller [100]. A signiﬁcant
resonance signature was observed at 1.30 kHz with |Z|ra = 247
and
 = 6.5◦ . It was challenging to identify clear higherorder ﬂexural modes; faint resonance signatures were observed
at 4.76 and 5.75 kHz, but distinct resonance and anti-resonance
peaks were not observed at these frequencies (i.e., |Z|ra =∼1
and =∼2◦ ). These modes could be attributed to the ﬂexural
vibration of the micromixer chip [101] because the calculated fundamental resonance frequency for a clamped-clamped PMMA plate
(i.e., a single block with no adhesive layers or no liquid) with
the same dimensions was on the order of ∼1 kHz. Additionally,
a strong resonance signature at 161.59 kHz ( |Z|ra = 119
and
 = 66.1◦ ) and faint higher-order modes at 580.13 and 599.18 kHz
and =∼5◦ ). These vibrations may
were identiﬁed ( |Z|ra =∼1
have originated from width-extension modes [83]. Because the
ﬂexural-vibration mode at 1.30 kHz exhibited the strongest resonance signature (the largest |Z|ra ), its frequency was considered
as fr,Cf . The second-strongest resonance at 161.59 kHz was not
considered because of a large temperature increase when the piezoelectric transducer was excited at this frequency. The value of fr,Cf
also slightly varied (1.31 ± 0.04 kHz, n = 10) due to the chip-tochip variations (e.g., machining error, misalignment between the
chip layers, misalignment of the piezoelectric transducer with the

4.2. EMIS determination of resonance frequency
The impedance spectrum of the piezoelectric transducer
(Murata 7BB-15−6L0) is illustrated in Fig. 9a. A resonance signature (i.e., a positive resonance peak followed by a negative
anti-resonance peak in the magnitude |Z| and a positive peak in the
phase ) for ﬂexural vibration appeared at the lowest frequency of
5.86 kHz. The magnitude difference between resonance and antiresonance was |Z|ra = 25.7 k , and the phase peak height was
 = 149.7◦ . A few higher ﬂexural modes appeared at 17.15, 42.72,
68.68, and 107.9 kHz in the order of decreasing |Z|ra and .
The ratios of the higher-mode frequencies to the fundamental frequency did not perfectly match the ratios of the theoretical values
for a free circular plate [93]. This discrepancy could be attributed to
the unequal radii of the PZT and brass plates (12 mm vs. 15 mm) and
the asymmetry in the piezoelectric transducer (e.g., the axial misalignment of the PZT and brass plates, and the existence of soldered
wires on one side of the disc) [90,92]. We observed another strong
resonance signature at 178.34 kHz ( |Z|ra = 1.4 k and  = 165.2◦ )
as well as its higher-order mode at 630.66 kHz. A weaker resonance signature at 167.20 kHz ( |Z|ra = 0.132 k and  = 45.3◦ )
and its higher-order mode at 385.11 kHz also appeared. It was speculated that these resonance signatures could be attributed to the
radial-mode vibration of the PZT, the brass disc, or the combined
structure (i.e., piezoelectric unimorph), for which the calculated
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center of the chip, and asymmetry of the Luer-Lok adapter locations).
4.3. Experimental conﬁrmation of the resonance frequency
Now that we have fr,Cf value obtained using the EMIS technique as well as fr,Beq value calculated using the concept of the
equivalent spherical bubble, we sought to verify these resonance
frequencies by exciting an EMIS chip and analyzing the resulting
streaming patterns. The EMIS chip was excited at the four different frequencies (fr,Cf = 1.30 kHz, fr,B = 3.78 kHz, fr,Pf = 5.86 kHz, and
fr,Beq = 26.82 kHz). fr,Pf was measured for a PZT transducer. Then, fr,Cf
of a chip was measured after bonding with that transducer. fr,B was
calculated using the radius of curvature Ro of the air-water interface
of a bubble (Fig. 1b) after the seeded solution was loaded into the
chamber. Lastly, fr,Beq was calculated using the equivalent bubble
radius Req obtained with Ro, , and h (Fig. 1c).
Fig. 10 illustrates the streaming patterns generated from an
oscillating bubble trapped in the top circular air pocket of an EMIS
chip for a period of 0.56 s. Overall, the streaming pattern generated at fr,Cf (Fig. 10a) denotes the longest and broadest pathlines.
We also observed the largest ﬂexural vibration of the EMIS chip
during this excitation. The results conﬁrm our hypothesis that the
maximum structural vibration can generate the largest air-water
interface oscillation, thereby producing the most effective cavitation microstreaming. Thereafter, fr,Cf of an individual micromixer
chip was measured using the EMIS method, and its resonance frequency was used for excitation in mixing experiments.
The second-best resonance frequency was fr,Beq (Fig. 10d).
Although the streaming pattern exhibited relatively long pathlines
(i.e., a fast ﬂow), the pattern was conﬁned within the vicinity of the
air-water interface. The air-water interface became quickly unstable at this resonance frequency. The air leaked out and formed
bubbles that randomly adhered to the chamber sidewall. Streaming
emanated from these sporadically trapped bubbles. The worstperforming resonance frequency was fr,B (Fig. 10c), which was
based on the perfect freestanding sphere assumption and the
Rayleigh-Plesset equation (Eq. (3)). These results indicate that our
approach based on the concept of the equivalent spherical bubble and the Rayleigh-Plesset equation is more accurate than the
traditional approach, wherein a perfect sphere was assumed. The
third-best resonance frequency was fr,Pf (Fig. 10b), which can be
explained by the difference in vibration dynamics between the
piezoelectric transducer and the chip bonded with the transducer.

Fig. 10. Streaming patterns generated by a vibrating bubble trapped in the top circular air pocket of an EMIS chip (top panel). The chip was excited at (a) 1.30 kHz,
the chip resonance frequency based on the EMIS method (fr,Cf ), (b) 3.78 kHz, the theoretical bubble resonance frequency assuming a perfect sphere (fr,B ), (c) 5.86 kHz,
the piezoelectric transducer resonance frequency based on the EMIS method (fr,Pf ),
and (d) 26.8 kHz, the theoretical bubble resonance frequency based on an equivalent
sphere with the area same as the air-water interface area (fr,Beq ).

4.4. Determination of air-pocket shapes
It was experimentally proved that, fr,Cf , the chip resonance frequency measured using the EMIS method indeed exhibited the
most effective cavitation microstreaming among the other frequen-

Fig. 11. Determination of the shape of inverted triangular air pockets. (a) The bubble lifetime was measured when the entrance angle  e was increased from 30◦ to 75◦ ,
and the entrance width we was ﬁxed at 600 m. The measured angle is shown in red, and the abscissa of the graph indicates the nominal angle. Streaming patterns were
synthesized with 100 consecutive images. Air initially trapped in the air pocket escaped and formed an oscillating bubble outside of the pocket for the 75◦ case. (b) The
bubble lifetime was measured when the entrance width we varied from 400 to 1000 m, and the entrance angle  e was ﬁxed at the value of 45◦ from (a). The corresponding
streaming patterns indicate that the area covered by circulatory ﬂows expanded as we increased. Note: magniﬁcation for ﬁgures in (b) is smaller than that for ﬁgures in (a)
because the pathlines for (b) cover broader areas.
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cies tested. Next, we designed air pockets of a micromixer chip for
a prolonged bubble lifetime and excellent mixing performance.
First, the entrance angle  e of the inverted-triangular air pockets
was increased from 30◦ to 75◦ while the entrance width we was
maintained at 600 m, and based width w was varied accordingly
(Fig. 11a). The lifetime was unusably short at 30◦ (28 s). Then, the
lifetime was maximized at 45◦ (968 s), and it decreased sharply as
 e increased further. At 75◦ , the bubbles in the air pocket collapsed,
and the air escaped almost instantaneously (0.67 s). Consequently,
45◦ was selected as the entrance angle  e .
Second, the entrance width we varied from 400 to 1000 m
with the best  e ( = 45◦ ) while w was ﬁxed at 3 mm, and h was
adjusted accordingly. The pathlines were progressively extended
and expanded, indicating that cavitation microstreaming became
more effective as the entrance width increased (Fig. 11b). However, the lifetime of the bubbles monotonically decreased from
1160 to 21 s as we increased. At 600 m, the bubble lifetime was
reasonable (904 s), which was more than the targeted lifetime of
600 s, and reasonably wide and fast cavitation microstreaming was
observed. Therefore, 600 m was selected as the entrance width
we . The width of the streaming pattern from the we = 600 m case
was approximately 6.1 mm (Fig. 11b), which is ∼41 % of the chamber diameter. Therefore, more than two of these air pockets were
required on the chamber to maximize the area swept by cavitation microstreaming (Fig. 3c). In summary, an entrance angle of
45◦ and entrance width of 600 m were used to design the inverted
triangular air pockets for the micromixer chip.
4.5. Mixing-performance characterization
Micromixer chips with six-inverted triangular air pockets were
fabricated (Fig. 3c). The ﬂexural resonance frequency fr,Cf of each
chip was individually measured using the EMIS method before conducting mixing experiments. It was challenging to ﬁll exactly half
of the chamber with each liquid (diluted ink through Inlet #1 and
DI water through Inlet #2) due to slight asymmetry in the tubing and inlet channel lengths. However, approximately half of the
microchamber was ﬁlled with each liquid by carefully adjusting
both injection ﬂow rates (see inset ﬁgures for 0 s in Fig. 12). For
the three experimental cases (i.e., fr,Cf , fr,Beq , and negative control),
mixing was performed for ∼300 s, but the images were collected
for only 138 s owing to the memory limit.
As seen in Fig. 12a, the mixing time, at which MI reached 90 %
of its steady-state value (0.931), was 37.2 s when the mixer was
excited at fr,Cf . During the mixing time, the six air bubbles were
intact (no bubble escaped) thanks to the optimized pocket design.
The mixing time was worse (>300 s) for excitation at the secondbest resonance frequency fr,Beq . MI was only 0.147 at 37.2 s (i.e., the
mixing time for the fr,Cf case). Furthermore, bubbles were not stable at fr,Beq because bubbles started escaping from the air pockets
after ∼36 s. MI for the negative control (no excitation) reached only
0.085 even after 138 s as diffusion was only mass-transport mechanism. Consequently, we experimentally conﬁrmed that exciting
the micromixer chip at its ﬂexural resonance frequency, measured
via the EMIS technique, offers the most effective mixing. The EMIS
technique is a general method of determining the resonance frequency. Therefore, it could be applied to any micromixer equipped
with a piezoelectric transducer.
The mixing time we achieved here may not appear impressive
when compared with the values presented in the literature [1,7,13].
However, Rsv , the ratio between active surface area (e.g., a moving
portion of liquid boundary) and mixing volume, should be considered when evaluating mixing time because it would take longer
to mix a large volume of liquid with a small active surface area.
For example, a previous cavitation micromixer of a similar design
yielded a mixing time of 6 s because its Rsv value was 133 (i.e., 35 air

Fig. 12. MI (mixing index)-based performance characterization of a micromixer
chip integrated with the inverted-triangular air pockets of the optimized shape. Inset
ﬁgures show grayscale images of the mixing chamber over time. (a) The micromixer
chip was excited at the fundamental ﬂexural resonance frequency (fr,Cf ). Mixing time,
deﬁned as the time when MI reached 90 % of its steady-state value, was 37.2 s. (b)
The mixer was excited at the second-best frequency (fr,Beq ), which is the theoretical
resonance frequency based on the equivalent bubble. The bubble started escaping
the pockets after 36 s. The MI value was only 0.147 at 37.2 s. (c) The chip was not
excited (negative control). Practically no mixing was observed during 138 s.

pockets of 500 m diameter for mixing 16 × 16 × 0.2 mm3 volume)
[51]. The Rsv value of our mixer is only 20, indicating a relatively
larger volume to homogenize. As the method of determining excitation frequency has been successfully developed, mixing time could
be improved signiﬁcantly by having a micromixer design with a
larger Rsv value in the future.
5. Conclusion
The cavitation-microstreaming micromixer has caught attention because of its simple microfabrication, straightforward
operation, relative insensitivity to experimental conditions, and
exceptionally rapid mixing. Therefore, it has been employed for
various biological and biochemical applications. However, in previous studies, excitation frequency, the critical operating condition
for effective mixing, was determined according to an incomplete mathematical expression or an inaccurate assumption that
the trapped bubbles are spherical, both of which would lead to
mediocre mixing performance. In some cases, the excitation fre12
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quency was empirically determined via an exhaustive search over
a frequency band, which is time-consuming.
The EMIS technique has been extensively used for studying the
oscillatory behaviors of mechanical structures because of the strong
electromechanical coupling between a structure and a bonded
piezoelectric transducer. Here we propose to use the EMIS technique in a systematic manner to determine the ﬂexural resonance
frequency of the micromixer chip, which is indeed a mechanical structure. The EMIS-based resonance-frequency detection was
rapid (∼4.5 min) and accurate, as conﬁrmed by the streaming patterns generated by bubbles oscillating at these identiﬁed resonance
frequencies.
The laser microfabrication process of PMMA based on the
double-sided tape was experimentally optimized with regard to
machining resolution (KW of ∼200 m), contouring performance
(AR < 1.06), and surface smoothness. Our cleanroom-free microfabrication method was rapid (∼10 min from CAD design to a
completely assembled chip) and did not require the alignment of
adhesive layers with a structural layer between them.
Our micromixer, which has air pockets designed for a maximum bubble lifetime and a broad mixing coverage, was excited at
the individually measured ﬂexural resonance frequency. Considering an ample mixing volume (61.9 L), the micromixer exhibited
promising mixing performance (mixing time of 37.2 s). During the
mixing, air bubbles were stable inside the air pockets. We expect
that our micromixer, having an optimized operational condition,
straightforward fabrication, and excellent performance, will be
adopted in many microﬂuidic applications in the near future. We
are currently developing a DNA-extraction microdevice based on
our EMIS method and laser-microfabrication process [102].
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Fig. A1. (a) Proposed tape-assisted laser microfabrication process. A 1-mm-thick
PMMA sheet was machined to form the top layer with inlet/outlet ports. Doublesided tapes, wherein one of the liners was removed, were pre-pasted to a 250-m
PMMA sheet to form a tape-PMMA-tape composite sheet. The 570-m-thick composite sheet was cut through to form the chamber layer with microﬂuidic features
using optimized laser-cutting parameters. The chamber layer was securely bonded
between the top layer and the base layer (500-m-thick white PMMA) using
an artist roller after laser-ablation debris were cleaned, and the remaining liners
were removed. The fabrication process was completed by bonding a piezoelectric
transducer on the base layer and Luer-Lok ﬂuidic adapters to the top layer. (b) Lasermachining setup based on an Epilog Mini 24 laser cutter. A custom-made PMMA
frame set was used to lift the composite sheet from the honeycomb grid to avoid
burning marks.
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ber. For the EMIS chip, two circular air pockets (2 mm in diameter)
are situated at the top and bottom of the chamber for unobstructed observation of streaming patterns from trapped bubbles
(Fig. 3b). The entrance width of the air pocket was chosen as
750 m after noticing that wider entrance widths (e.g., 1 mm)
resulted in instant ﬂooding upon agitation. The entrance width
was later reduced (600 m) for a longer bubble lifetime and
wider microstreaming coverage (see Section 4.4). The microchannel dimensions were 12.5 mm × 1.6 mm. The 12.5-mm channel
length was determined considering the size of the microchamber, a sufﬁcient distance from the chip edge to the inlet/outlet
ports (∼10 mm), and enough clearance from the Luer-Lok ports
(7.8-mm diameter and 9.14 mm height) for microscope imaging.
The 1.6-mm channel width was chosen for easy liquid loading (i.e.,
negligible hydrodynamic resistance). Circular, rectangular, triangular, and inverted-triangular shapes with different dimensions were
tested for the optimization of the air-pocket shape. The shape of

Appendix A
Device design
The top layer was made of 1-mm-thick transparent PMMA and
had inlet and outlet holes (2 mm diameter) for attaching female
Luer-Lok ports for the facile coupling of tubes.
The chamber layer was made of 250-m-thick transparent
PMMA, having a central mixing chamber (15 mm diameter) and
microchannels connecting the inlet and outlet holes to the cham13
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the air pocket yielding the maximum stability and effectiveness
of the cavitation microstreaming was experimentally determined
(see Section 3.7 for further detail). For the micromixer chip, six
inverted-triangular air pockets were placed along the microchamber perimeter (Fig. 3c). The angle between two neighboring pockets
was 45◦ . The entrance angle (i.e., the base angles of the inverted
triangle) was  e , and the entrance width was we . The height and
base width of the triangle were denoted as h and w, respectively.
Two inlet ports (inlets #1 and #2) were used to bring two different liquids, diluted ink and deionized (DI) water, into the chamber
for mixing. Two input microchannels (14.85 mm × 1.6 mm) from
the inlet ports merged to be connected to the mixing chamber.
An output microchannel (12.5 mm × 1.6 mm) connected the mixing
chamber to the outlet port.
The base layer was made of 500-m-thick white PMMA. The
white color was selected so that the strong yellowish color of the
brass plate of the piezoelectric transducer in the background was
screened, and polystyrene tracer microbeads were clearly observed
for streaming pattern visualization.

idic ports, two female Luer-Lok compatible adapters (Microﬂuidic
ChipShop) were bonded to the top layer by using the same super
glue to complete the fabrication process.
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